Assignments for Rising Eighth Graders
ALL assignments are due on the first day of school

Rising eighth graders will complete two summer reading assignments, one of which is set based on your math and science courses.

1. Student – Choice Novel Assignment for Language Arts
Students get to read a choice novel from the provided selections in the 8th Grade Student Choice books (click here to open the list).

Directions
Choose one book from the list of student-choice books. During the first weeks of school, you will have a one-on-one conference with Ms. Nadow, your Language Arts teacher. While reading the book, you may want to highlight and then write comments next to the highlights, so you can look at the book prior to and during your conference with Ms. Nadow in August.

2. Student Science Novel Assignments for Language Arts

A Wrinkle in Time
Students taking 8th Grade Pre-Algebra or Regular Algebra will read A Wrinkle in Time and complete its corresponding assignment for their classes in Earth Science.
(click here to open the Wrinkle in Time assignment.)

OR

The House of the Scorpion
Students taking Algebra I Honors will read The House of the Scorpion and complete its corresponding assignment for their class in Integrated Physical Science Honors (IPSH).
(click here to open The House of the Scorpion assignment.)

These assignments are due to Mrs. McCormick when we return to school in August.